
Welcome to the new research
pages presented by The NPD
Group.

Over the next year The NPD
Group will share insight in the
sports footwear and apparel markets,
providing analysis extracted from its
consumer tracking surveys plus new
point-of-sale monitor. 

Price deflation, a fashion-
oriented market, retailer acquisitions
and expansion - these are just a few
of the key factors that have
contributed towards mixed news in
the Great Britain sportswear market
in 2006.

Retail
Retailing took a small step forward in
2006, with retailers taking strides
towards substantiating their point of
difference. JD confirmed its
differential to the consumer - still
sports but focusing on sport for
fashion. JJB Sports looked to attract
a different consumer to Sports World.
Mike Ashley’s empire on one hand
drove its own prices down, whilst on
the other took out the middle tier of
small chain sports retailers, including
Gilesports, Hargreaves and, more
recently, Streetwise Sports. 

This level of activity is likely to
reduce in the short term, whilst focus
is shifted to management of the newly
floated Sports Direct International.

Let’s not forget the importance of
the independents, specialists and
smaller chains. Having to compete for
consumer business, the small retailer
can’t compete on price yet continues
to carve out a relatively strong
business. They will continue to be the
focus for manufacturers aiming to
differentiate, spread risk and lessen
dependency on the high street chains.

So what does this all look like in
terms of figures? The sports apparel
and footwear market combined
registered £4.3 billion in 2006,
accounting for just under 300 million
units, as detailed in Fig 1.

And it’s definitely not all doom
and gloom. These latest annual
figures from The NPD Group indicate
a positive one per cent gain in money
spent on sportswear (footwear and
apparel combined). Furthermore, a
five per cent increase in the number
of units purchased was reported in
2006, compared to 2005.
Discounting

ABOVE:
The replica market
increased by 22 per
cent last year

ABOVE:
The sports footwear market registered £1.4 billion in
sales and 56 million pairs
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Mixed news
Price deflation, a fashion-oriented market, retailer acquisitions
and expansion - just a few of the key factors that have
contributed towards the Great Britain sportswear market in 2006

AT RETAIL
■ JD confirmed it’s still sports-
oriented, but with a focus on sport
for fashion
■ JJB Sports looked to attract a
different consumer to Sports World.
■ Sports World took out the middle
tier of small chain sports retailers,
including Gilesports, Hargreaves and
Streetwise Sports.



BELOW:
Puma has benefited from
the trend towards sport-
inspired leisure footwear.
Can the likes of K-Swiss
and Lacoste do the same?

Certain trends emerged over the past
year, including an increase in own label
at low prices, plus a shift in product
styles from high-priced technical
products being marketed and sold for
fashion use to lower-priced sport-
inspired sports leisure footwear.  

As Puma did two to three years
ago, K-Swiss and Lacoste are
certainly the brands benefiting
from this trend in the present
climate.

But with the shift of
fashion from high price to
lower-priced products, plus
the increased amount of
product sold at reduced price,
the sports footwear market, not
surprisingly, saw a decline in money
spent.  

Predictions for 2007? Will we see
an introduction of more premium
product offerings in an attempt
to counteract price deflation?
Will the focus shift away
from sports leisure to
technical products once
again? Or will there be a
surge in own label low-priced
goods to get the consumers
through the door?

However, in both apparel and footwear it
is interesting to note the continuing trend
of discounting. The discounting of

products is playing an increasing
role in today’s sporting goods
market. 
Arguably led by the larger

retailers, discounting is however
registered across the board -
from the larger chains and mail

order, to
department
stores and the

smaller sports
goods stores.  

It is a trend that
saw 60 per cent of

sports footwear and
56 per cent of sports

apparel items being
sold at reduced price in

2006. Compared with 2003
(see Fig 2), reduced priced items

are increasing significantly year on year
- 52 per cent of footwear and 46 per cent
of apparel was purchased at reduced
price in 2003.

Apparel
Sports apparel held the total sportswear
market up, increasing by five per cent
year on year in value and seven per cent
in volume driven through replica. It will
come as no surprise to see the replica
market increase by 22 per cent, mostly
thanks to sales of the England football
shirt following the World Cup. 

That said, non-replica sports apparel
also increased sales - in both value and
units - in 2006, largely thanks to sales of
men’s and children’s products.

Footwear
In 2006 the sports footwear market
decreased five per cent in value and three
per cent in volume, registering £1.4
billion sales and 56 million pairs. With
sports footwear, price has increasingly
become a tool for gaining competitive
advantage. 
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AT A GLANCE
■ The sports apparel and footwear market was worth £4.3
billion in 2006, accounting for just under 300 million units
■ There was a one per cent gain in money spent on
sportswear (footwear and apparel combined)
■ 60 per cent of sports footwear and 56 per cent of sports
apparel items were sold at reduced prices in 2006
■ Sports apparel increased by five per cent year on year in
value and seven per cent in volume driven through replica     
■ The replica market increased by 22 per cent
■ The sports footwear market decreased five per cent in
value and three per cent in volume
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